Custom Dynamics® BRIGHTSIDES™
Installation Instructions
We thank you for purchasing the Custom Dynamics® Amber
BRIGHTSIDES™. Our products utilize the latest technology and
high quality components to ensure you the most reliable service.
We offer one of the best warranty programs in the industry and we
back our products with excellent customer support, if you have
questions before or during installation of this produce
please call Custom Dynamics® at 1(800) 382-1388.

Part Number: SPY-BRIGHTSIDE-A
Package Contents:
- BRIGHTSIDES™ LEDs (Pair)
- Posi-Tap™ Connectors (4)
- Adhesive Primer (If Applicable)
- 4” Black Tie-Wraps (8)
- Tie-Wrap Holders (4)
Fits: 2008-2016 Can-Am Spyder® RS, 2008-2012 RS-S, 2010-2018 RT,
2010-2012 RT-S, 2013-2015 ST, 2015-2018 F3

ATTENTION
Please read all Information below before Installation

Important: This product is designed and intended for use
as auxiliary lighting only. It is NOT intended to replace any
original equipment lighting installed on the vehicle and
should not be used for that purpose. This product must be
wired so that it does not interfere with any original equipment lighting.
Note: Some wiring knowledge may be needed for this installation. Consult your vehicle detailed service manual for
wiring information and color codes. Use a meter or test light
to verify wiring before cutting or tapping any vehicle wiring.
If the steps contained within are beyond your skillset, do not
attempt installation, contact a qualified mechanic or dealership to assist you.
Safety First: Always wear appropriate safety gear including
safety glasses when performing any electrical work. It is
highly recommended that safety glasses be worn throughout this installation process. Turn fuel supply valve to the off
position before starting installation. Be sure vehicle is on
level surface, secure and cool.

Installation
Using a suitable pry tool, carefully remove the stock
front fender reflector taking care to not damage fender or the paint.
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Warning: Disconnect negative battery cable from battery;
refer to owner’s manual. Failure do to so may result in electrical shock, injury, or fire. Secure negative battery cable
away from positive side of battery and all other positive
voltage sources on vehicle.
Note: 3M Adhesion promotor is classified as a sensitive
chemical and cannot ship any carrier by Air or international.
Custom Dynamics® may not be able to ship promotor with
orders in these cases, and will be removed from package.

Questions? Call us at: 1 (800) 382-1388

M-TH 8:30AM-5:30PM / FR 9:30AM-5:30PM EST
01-2019

Installation Instructions - Page 2
Hold BRIGHTSIDES™ light up to fender noting location where wire meets fender, drill ¼ inch hole in fender for wire to pass through.

Thoroughly clean this area of any old tape and glue.
Once clean, wipe down this area with the enclosed
adhesive primer.
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***NOTE*** When drilling fender take extra care
not to allow drill to damage tire
Insert wire from BRIGHTSIDES™ through hole in
fender and remove backing from tape, firmly press
BRIGHTSIDES™ into place. Be careful to align
BRIGHTSIDES™ light in the fender recessed area.

Using 2 tie wraps and 2 holders, slide tie wrap
through holder slot, create a small loop for wire, then
Slide the 2 holders onto BRIGHTSIDES™ wire.
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Although shown on the outside the fender in the picture to better show their mounting locations, treat the
underside of the fender with the 3M promoter ampule
and stick the tie-wrap holders with wire roughly in
these areas as shown on the UNDERSIDE of the
fender to hold wire in place.

7.

Remove the front fender tip light from fender. See
service manual for instructions on fender tip bulb
replacement.

8.

Using the supplied Posi-Tap™ connectors, install
Posi’s onto the wires of BRIGHTSIDES™ using
the red ends.

9.

Tap the wires of the fender tip light with the grey
end of the Posi-Tap™ Connectors as follows:
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COLOR wire from BRIGHTSIDES™ to ORANGE
wire going to fender tip light [ + ] Positive
BLACK wire from BRIGHTSIDES™ to BLACK
wire going to fender tip light [ - ] Negative.

***NOTE*** Holders shown on the outside of
fender for demonstration only

10. Reinstall front fender tip light into fender, test
operation.
11. Repeat procedures 1 through 8 for remaining
fender.

Questions? Call us at: 1 (800) 382-1388

M-TH 8:30AM-5:30PM / FR 9:30AM-5:30PM EST
01-2019

